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Executive Summary/Abstract 
Dashboards play a critical role in representing the state of a system/organization & enhance its 
decision-making process. Building custom dashboards tailored for a specific 
task/role/organization can be a time consuming and expensive process. In this project, we 
present an intelligent visual data exploration tool & automated end-to-end dashboard building 
framework. For any given tabular dataset, it generates set of possible univariate & bivariate 
charts. Each chart is a assigned a value based on how statistically interesting it is. Users are 
presented with most interesting charts which accelerates the knowledge discovery process. The 
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system also generates a set of fully automated dashboards. User can choose from the set of 
pre-built dashboards or select charts to generate a custom dashboard.  

Goals and Objectives 
We wish to devise a novel framework that will automatically select the most appropriate visual 

analytics paradigm and instantiation for 

 the data 

 the analytics task and goal 

 the role of the analyst in the organization or community 

 the analyst’s visual literacy  

 the analyst’s security clearance (if applicable) 

Differences from Current State of Art 
Existing state of the art visual data exploration techniques like Voyager, Voyager 2 provides 

flexibility and allows users to go for open ended and focused exploration. Dashboard.ai 

provides all these abilities and ranks charts by an interestingness score using a measure we 

devised as part of this project. This helps the dashboard creation engine to narrow down the list 

of possible charts to the important patterns right away. It can then select the most appropriate 

charts for the user’s data exploration. Essentially this is a recommender system that makes the 

experience more immersive and aides in open exploration. 

Existing dashboard building applications like Tableau have a steep learning curve and require 

user to take many low level decisions to arrive at a given dashboard. Our interface makes it 

easier to design dashboards since it automatically picks the most interesting data relations to 

show and in the most appropriate visual representations. We use AI-based methods for both of 

these decision tasks, resulting in a recommender system for information dashboards. 

Methods and Datasets 
An overview of our system is 

given in the diagram on the left. 

There are two recommender 

systems. One picks the most 

relevant data relations or 

aspects. The other picks the 

best visual representations to 

show them to the user.  
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Implementation 

The system takes a csv file as input. A data column is classified as numerical if it consists of only 

numbers and the number of unique values is greater than a threshold. If the number of unique 

values is less than the threshold, then it is considered categorical. All data columns which are 

neither numerical nor categorical are filtered out. Thereafter, the system generates all possible 

data aspects by considering univariate and bivariate combinations. In this framework, we have 

considered five univariate aspects and eight bivariate aspects. Based on established 

visualization knowledge, each column(s) is assigned a list of possible charts which can be used 

to represent that kind of data aspect. For e.g., a scatter plot can be used to represent the 

aspect involving two numerical variables. Similarly, pie charts can represent a single categorical 

variable, etc. An interestingness score is calculated for each data aspect. Furthermore, a set of 

recommended aspects and variables is also calculated based on semantic similarity. This can 

narrow down the candidates as semantic similarity may make the rendition of both oblivious. 

Lastly, a set of univariate and bivariate charts are displayed on the main screen, for data 

aspects that have the highest interestingness score.       

Visual Interface 

The figures below show various screens that are part of our interface  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 Dashboard.ai main screen 
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The main screen (Figure 1) contains the most important charts. The chart screen (Figure 2) 

shows a specific chart and supports many different interactions like zooming, panning, taking 

snapshot, etc. These two screens are mainly for development purposes or for users who wish to 

dig deeper. The principal is the dashboard screen (Figure 3). The automatic dashboard feature 

selects the top charts from different categories and shows them as a dashboard. Charts in the 

dashboard are arranged in matrix form. By default, all charts are of equal size and ordered in 

the sequence in which they were selected. Dashboard.ai gives the flexibility to change the size 

for each chart dynamically and change the order of charts if required. 

 

 

Figure 2 Chart screen 
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Figure 3 Dashboard screen 

 

Visualization library 

In dashboard.ai, a chart is a basic unit for data exploration & dashboard building. To render 

these charts, we explored different visualization tools & libraries like D3, Tableau, matplotlib, 

chart.js, seaborn, Vega, mpld3, google charts, etc. In particular, we looked for the following 

attributes while choosing a library:- 

 Free & open source 

 Flexibility 

 Support interactions 

 Developer friendly 

Considering the above attributes, we chose Plotly.js [7]. It is a high level declarative charting 

library. Built on top of D3.js & stack.gl, it is free, open source & supports 20 types of charts. 

Furthermore, it supports out-of-box user interactions like zooming, panning, snapshot, etc. 

Other popular libraries/tools failed on one criteria or other. Matplotlib is a popular charting 

library in python but it does not support interactions. D3 is free, flexible and support 

interactions but it’s verbose and low-level library.           

Interestingness score 

Assigning a ‘Interestingness’ score to a chart is a difficult task which depends on underlying 

data & domain of data. For some cases, a flat line chart might be interesting. In other cases, 

rising line chart may be interesting. In this project, we took a conscious decision to make our 
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framework independent of the domain of data. We have relied on statistical properties of data 

columns to compute the interestingness score. Hence, our framework is domain agnostic (but 

see below). We experimented with many different metrics such as entropy, mutual 

information, Pearson correlation coefficient, skewness, ANOVA, Chi-square test, Cramer’s 

coefficient, covariance, etc. In current work we also explore crowd-based user studies as a 

means to learn a interestingness score for given data configurations. This is where domain 

knowledge could be brought in. We developed an interactive 2D heatmap (see Fig. 4) to visually 

inspect how a statistical property metric varies with different data columns.  

 

                          Figure 4: Univariate interactive heatmap 

Fig.4 represents a 2D map for univariate charts. Each row represents a chart type like Line 

chart, Bar chart, etc. for representing univariate data. Each column represents a data attribute 

like symbolling, fuel-type, length, etc. A cell in the 2D map is color coded with the 

interestingness score for that specific column. If a cell (i,j) is empty, it means that data column i 

can’t be represented using chart type j. For example, (Fuel-type, Histogram) cell is empty 

because fuel-type which is categorical variable which can’t be represented as a histogram.  

Similarly, a 2D map is created for bivariate variables where each column represents a pair of 

column names (see Appendix).     

On clicking a non-empty cell (i,j), it opens a popup which shows data column i represented as 

chart type j. On extensive visual inspection of these 2D heatmaps for different statistical 

properties, we decided to use ‘entropy’ as interestingness score for univariate data and ‘mutual 

information’ as interestingness score for bivariate data. The higher the score, the more 

interesting the chart is.    

Dataset 

As a test dataset we have used the Automobile dataset from the UCI Machine learning 

repository [12]. This dataset is well known in the visualization community and consists of 
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categorical & numerical attributes. Each row represents a car and columns represent different 

attributes of the car. We filtered out those columns which can’t be classified as numerical or 

categorical. After filtering, the dataset consists of 19 columns and 205 rows. Numerical 

attributes include columns like length, width, weight, etc. and categorical attribute include 

columns like fuel type, engine location, body style, etc.    

Recommendation System 

In the chart screen, each chart is followed by three recommended charts. The recommended 

charts for each chart are precomputed based on semantic similarity. We have used a pretrained 

word2vec model [14] by google to compute the similarity between two column names. We pick 

the top three data columns which have maximum similarity with the given column and assign 

them as its recommended charts. Here, the assumption is that column names have relevant 

meaning.   
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Results 
The above sections have already presented the results we have obtained. Specifically, we have 

developed the overall approach and game plan and split the initially proposed recommender 

system into a content-based and collaborative filtering part  

 

In this year we focused on the content-based filtering suite  

 compiled detailed visualization and data mapping knowledge  

 encoded the knowledge into the knowledge base  

 devised a suite of data analytics modules that can find interesting patterns in the data 

under different aspects (time, stats, relations, ..) 

 devised a suite of base visualizations that can display the data aspects found in the data 

analytics and assemble them into a dashboard 

 designed a first implementation of the content-based visualization recommender 

system 

Functionality of Innovation(s) 
The framework we have accomplished so far is fully interactive in a platform independent web 

browser based environment. The AI approach we have taken is novel, especially in the context 

of creating entire dashboards.   

Conclusions and Recommendations, Impact and Uses/Benefits 
Dashboard.ai presents a novel approach for visual data exploration and building custom 

dashboards. It offers the perfect tradeoff between automation and flexibility. It employs 

statistical metrics to assign an ‘interestingness’ score which expedites the data exploration 

process. The entire framework relies on statistics so it can applied in different fields like 

finance, sociology, medical domains, etc.  

Dashboards can be made more interactive by having crossfilter support. Since Plotly.js provides 

limited crossfilter functionality, we should try other alternatives like Vega-Lite, Bokeh, etc. 

Furthermore, we should consider additional constraints like information content, multi-view 

consistency [13] while designing automated dashboards.  

 
We are looking forward to engage on the next stage of the process, namely, to finalize and test 
the content-based filtering recommender system: 

 build the collaborative filtering suite (the suite that selects the most appropriate visual 
representations for the data aspects)  

 devise crowd/user platform for base visualization preference learning 

 devise crowd/user platform for dashboard learning 
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 devise personality and visual literacy tests to parameterize users and integrate them 
into the crowd-sourced learning platforms  

 add roles, tasks, and clearance parameters to the mix  

 devise final collaborative filtering suite 

 Set up complete system and test with real world data  

 do this in collaboration with mentor organizations  
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